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Abstract—Femtocells have been shown to improve the quality
of service for indoor users, and are actively being pursued by
the wireless community. Among the possible access mechanisms
for femtocells, the recent focus is on hybrid-access, wherein
each femtocell allocates a portion of its resources to the non-
subscribers. In this paper, a scheme is proposed to improve
the performance of a hybrid access femtocell network through
fractional cooperation. This scheme enables a non-subscriber to
exploit multiple femtocells, rather than a single femtocell, thereby
improving throughput. We describe the basic concepts of this
on-going research project, and present simulation resultswith
realistic channel models.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Nearly 50% of voice calls and70% of data services orig-
inate indoors [1]. As it is difficult to provide high signal
strengths in indoor environments due to high penetration
losses, the wireless industry is in need of innovative ways
to improve indoor wireless services. Femtocells, served by
Femtocell Access Points (FAPs), offer a solution to this
problem. The FAP is a low-power home base station for indoor
use, and provides high signal strengths to the indoor users.
Users access the FAP through the air-interface of a given
macrocellular standard, and the FAP itself is connected to the
macrocell base station (MBS) through a wideband backhaul
connection (e.g. DSL). In addition to providing improved
indoor coverage, the FAPs help lower the consumption of
macrocell resources and thus increase the quality of service
(QoS) in the overall wireless network [1]. As a result, high-
density femtocell deployments are expected in residentialand
office environments.

A subscriber is a primary user of a particular FAP (e.g., for a
household FAP purchased at retail, the subscriber is the FAP’s
owner); other potential users (i.e., the general public) are
known asnon-subscribers. Access to FAPs by non-subscribers
may be open, closed, or hybrid. An open access femtocell
allows anyone to use the full resources of the femtocell, which
is not desirable to the paying subscribers. A closed access
deployment benefits the subscribers, but results in a high cross-
tier interference (interference between macro and femtocells),
as non-subscribers may face strong FAP interference. In hybrid
access, the subscriber of a FAP shares a fraction of his/her
FAP’s resources with non-subscribers [2]–[4]. Such femtocells
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have the potential of improving the coverage and reducing
interference with minimal impact to the subscribers. Recent
proposals to standards have indicated growing interest in
hybrid access femtocells; see [2] for a tutorial.

In this paper, we propose fractional cooperation [5] in
wireless cellular networks with hybrid-access femtocellsto
improve the efficiency of the overall network. Fractional
cooperation is a flexible, low-complexity, and decentralized
technique originally proposed for wireless relay channels, in
which many relays are available, and each available relay
contributes a (possibly small) fraction of its resources to
retransmit a given message. Adapting this technique to femto-
cells, fractional cooperation enables a non-subscriber tomake
(fractional) use of multiple femtocells, and enables him/her to
pool more resources from multiple femtocells than is possible
with a single femtocell. This can lead to significant increase
in the data rates to the non-subscribers, and is natural to use
with hybrid access femtocells. When compared with the hybrid
access system without fractional cooperation, the proposed
method allows each femtocell to spend only a fraction of its
resources for non-subscribers, without affecting the amount of
resources available to the non-subscribers.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider a3GPP-Long Term Evolution (LTE) [6] cel-
lular wireless network with macro base stations and user
deployed FAPs. As per the physical layer specifications of the
LTE, the downlink uses orthogonal frequency division multiple
access (OFDMA) and the uplink employs single carrier fre-
quency division multiple access (SC-FDMA). In the downlink,
the sub-carriers, each having a bandwidth of15 KHz, are
bundled together in groups of12 adjacent sub-carriers, and
each such group is called a “resource block”. Thus, a resource
block has bandwidth of12 × 15 KHz = 180 KHz and is the
smallest element of resource allocation assigned by the base
station. We consider a system bandwidth of20 MHz, which is
the maximum system bandwidth supported by LTE, containing
110 resource blocks.

For simplicity, we consider a single isolated macro cell
served by a macrocell base station, since this would avoid any
possible interference from adjacent macrocell base stations.
FAPs are deployed by users who wants to improve their
indoor quality of service; we consider randomly placed FAPs



throughout the macrocell area, with the spatial distribution of
FAPs following a uniform distribution.

In general, there are two ways to allocate the frequency
spectrum used by the FAPs and the MBS; one is to allow FAPs
to use the same sub-carriers as that of the MBS, and the other
is to perform orthogonal spectrum allocation among FAPs and
the MBS. We consider the second case here which results in
zero cross-tier interference. To be precise, as discussed in [7],
we divide the total available sub-carriers into two groups with
one group assigned to MBS and the other to the FAPs. Each
FAP randomly chooses a fraction of the total number of sub-
carriers available in the group of sub-carriers assigned tothe
FAPs. This would reduce the possibility of two adjacent FAPs
using the same sub-carriers, ther by reducing the co-channel
interference among FAPs.

III. F RACTIONAL COOPERATION

We assume that the femtocells are in hybrid access mode.
That is, each FAP is accessible not only by its subscribers
but also by non-subscribers. However, each FAP shares only a
small portion of its resources (such as bandwidth, power etc.)
to serve the non-subscribers. As mentioned in the introduction,
hybrid-access femtocells are more promising than closed and
open access femtocells: subscribers only sacrifice a small
fraction of their performance to serve non-subscribers, while
cross-tier interference is minimized.

Due to the limited resources available to a non-subscriber
from a single hybrid FAP, the QoS experienced by the non-
subscriber may be poor. However, if multiple FAPs are visible
to a non-subscriber, a natural solution would be to access
all the FAPs from which he/she receives considerable signal
strength (determined by, say, setting a threshold). This would
also be helpful to the FAPs, as when a user is served by
multiple FAPs, the resources expended by each FAP to serve
non-subscribers is reduced, and no particular FAP is heavily
loaded to serve the non-subscribers. Such a hybrid access
femtocell network, wherein a non-subscriber would be able
to access multiple FAPs that are visible to him/her, can be de-
signed by making use of the concept offractional cooperation,
proposed in the realm of cooperative communications. In the
following, we briefly explain the key concepts of cooperative
communications [8] and fractional cooperation [5].

Due to the nature of the wireless medium, each node in a
wireless network receives transmissions from other nodes.For
example, consider a source nodeS transmitting to a destination
node D. The nodesRi, i = 1, . . . , N , within the radio
visibility of S also receive the information transmitted byS
along withD. Assuming that the channel gains between each
pair of nodes are statistically independent, the reliability with
which D receives the information significantly increases if
each of the nodesRi, i = 1, . . . , N (referred to as “cooperating
nodes”) relay the information they receive fromS. However,
this requires each of the cooperating node to transmit the entire
data packet it receives fromS and it consumes the resources
(bandwidth and power) of each of the cooperating nodes. An
alternative, calledrelay selection, would be to choose a single

nodeRj having the best channel gain toD and have the data
relayed toD. This requires side information to be exchanged
among the nodes; further, this scheme may be unfair, as nodes
in an advantageous position may end up in spending most of
their resources to relay others’ transmissions. Much of the
same setup is present in femtocell wireless networks, withS

as the mobile,D as the MBS, and theRi as the femtocells;
the only difference in a femtocell network is that the link from
Ri to D is not (necessarily) wireless.

Fractional cooperation allows a more practical way of real-
izing cooperative communications. In fractional cooperation,
each cooperating nodeRi, i = 1, . . . , N , independently selects
a fractionεi, i = 1, . . . , N with 0 ≤ εi ≤ 1, ∀i, of the data
symbols it receives fromS and relays them toD. Note that,
as each node relays only a fraction of randomly chosen data
symbols, there is a non-zero probability that some of the data
symbols do not get relayed by any of the cooperating nodes.
When the data bits are encoded using a properly chosen error
control code at the source, it was shown in [5] that, it is still
possible to improve the reliability of data received atD under
some mild conditions. In this framework, nodei can adopt
its fractionεi based on the amount of resources it can spend
for helpingS. This way, the benefits can be realized without
unfairly over-loading any single node. The main advantage of
fractional cooperation mechanism is its ability to enable truly
decentralized cooperation among the wireless nodes.

In the downlink of a hybrid-access femtocell network us-
ing fractional cooperation, a non-subscriber accesses multiple
FAPs to receive data from the MBS. Each FAP has access to
the entire chunk of data intended to be sent to the user from the
MBS through backhaul connection, though each FAP is able to
allocate only a fractionε of its resources to the non-subscriber.
The FAPs are assumed to not exchange any information in this
regard as it would consume extra resources of the network. The
concept of fractional cooperation provides an elegant solution
in such a situation as it would enable the user to receive the
data with each FAP to transmitting only fraction the data.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

We study the feasibility of employing fractional cooperation
in a wireless cellular network with hybrid access femtocells,
and potential performance gains with fractional cooperation
through simulations in Volcano Lab [9], a wireless simulation
package provided by Siradel. This software is designed to
quickly and accurately predict the radio coverage of any type
of wireless network in a real-world urban environment, as well
as analyze point-to-point links. It predicts various parameters
of the received RF signal (such as the received power, power
delay profile and angular spreads) with realistic outdoor-to-
indoor and indoor-to-outdoor channel models.

The parameters used for simulations are given in Table I.
With a system bandwidth of20 MHz, a total of110 resource
blocks are available among which55 are assigned to the MBS.
Thus, the bandwidth available for the macro cellular users
is 9 MHz. Among the remaining55 resource blocks, each



TABLE I
PARAMETERS USED IN SIMULATIONS

Carrier frequency 2.6 GHz
System Bandwidth 20 MHz
Noise level −174 dBm/Hz
MBS Tx Power 46 dBm
MBS antenna height 32m
MBS antenna pattern & gain Omnidirectional,0dB
UE antenna height 1.5m
UE antenna pattern & gain Omnidirectional,0dB
Noise Figure 9dB
Total FAP Tx power 20dBm
FAP antenna height 1m
FAP antenna pattern & gain Omnidirectional,0dB
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FAP randomly picks up10 resource blocks, resulting in a
bandwidth of1.8 MHz for each FAP.

To obtain real-world results with Volcano Lab, we consid-
ered “the Loop” in downtown Chicago, and used a600m ×

600m square area served by a central MBS in this neighbor-
hood. The locations of the FAPs are chosen randomly within
the specified square area with uniform spatial distribution. All
the results that we present are averaged over10 realizations of
the random locations of FAPs. The600m× 600m square area
is divided into a grid of small squares of5m×5m. With MBS
and all the FAPs transmitting with the specifications given in
Table I, the received signal power in each element of the grid
(i.e., the square are of5m× 5m) is determined using Volcano
lab. This data is post processed for obtaining further results,
which are presented below.

With a total of80 FAPs placed uniformly randomly across
the macrocell area of600m× 600m, we have computed how
many FAPs are visible at each of the grid element that results
in a received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of10dB and20dB.
These results are shown in figure 1.

With hybrid-access femtocells, each non-subscriber gets
connected to either the MBS or a nearby FAP depending on
which can give him/her a received SNR of certain minimum
value. When a user chooses to get his/her services through
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an FAP due to low received signal strength from the MBS,
he/she gets connected to multiple FAPs rather than a single
FAP when fractional cooperation is employed in the network.
With receive SNR threshold on10dB, we have computed the
data rates achievable in each grid element of5m×5m. Figure 2
shows the minimum achievable data rates vs. the fraction of
total area. It is to be noted that, while computing the data rate
supported by a single FAP, it assumed that the FAP allocates
all of its resources to the particular user. Though we consider
hybrid access femtocells, it is possible to have such a situation;
for example, during the day time (from10AM to 5PM), it is
most likely that the FAP subscribers are out of home and the
residential FAPs can afford to allocate all their resourcesto
the non-subscribers.

These preliminary simulation results show that fractional
cooperation is a promising technique which can improve the
performance of a femtocell network.
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